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In the Name of Allah  
the most gracious the most merciful
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His Highness Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

Amir of the State of Kuwait
May Allah Grant Him Protection
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His Highness 
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah 

Prime Minister of the State of Kuwait
May Allah Grant Him Protection

His Highness  
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

 Crown Prince of the State of Kuwait
May Allah Grant Him Protection
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Chairman’s Message

During the year, Kuwait International Bank (KIB) made 
great strides on all fronts and has managed to excel 
across all areas of its business - including enhancing 
customer service, launching  innovative product and 
service offerings, investing in the development of its 
human capital, and much more.  We never lost sight 
of one of our most important core values during this 
journey: fulfilling our duty towards the society to 
which we belong. 

Since its inception, KIB has embraced an encompassing 
social responsibility philosophy, which was further 
solidified after its  transformation to a fully Shari’a 
compliant bank in 2007. At KIB, we remain dedicated 
to serving the greater good of the community and are  
committed to creating a sustainable model that strives 
to achieve profitability as well as social development. 
We have always believed in integrating social 
responsibility into the very fabric of our organization, 

and we therefore seek to embed corporate citizenship 
into our business practices and corporate values 
across our entire organization – actively encouraging 
our employees to become socially aware and active 
in their respective communities. 

As a leading Islamic financial institution, we recognize 
the profound effects that our social responsibility 
practices can have on the community. This is true today 
than ever before, as social responsibility has become 
a core component defining an organization’s success; 
as any successful organization is expected to play 
an active role within its local community and actively 
contribute to social development. Accordingly, we at 
KIB believe that we have a responsibility to not only 
provide the best financial solutions, but also the best 
social initiatives and community programs that  serve 
all segments of our community. 

Our Partners,

It gives me great pleasure to present to you our social responsibility report  
for the year 2016, which encapsulates what has been a truly remarkable   
year where we achieved many milestones.

This year, as part of our integrated and comprehensive social responsibility 
program, we focused on supporting initiatives covering a number of key 
areas such as, religion, humanitarianism, social causes, philanthropy, sports, 
environment, healthcare, nationalism, culture and education.
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I am proud to say that in recognition of our leading 
social responsibility program, KIB received a number 
of prestigious awards in 2016, including the Corporate 
Social Responsibility Excellence Award from the Arab 
Organization for Corporate Social Responsibility 
and the Corporate Social Responsibility Award 
from Banker Middle East. While we are proud of 
our accomplishments, I promise you that there is 
plenty more to come. For 2017, we have developed a 
comprehensive  plan to develop one of our key areas 
of focus, financial literacy. Through a multifaceted 
program, our goal is to draw on our experience in the 
financial sector in order to spread financial awareness 
and economic education across all segments of the 
Kuwaiti community.  

To conclude, I would like to express our gratitude 
towards everyone who has contributed to our success 
and helped us in fulfilling our social responsibility 
mission. First, I would like to thank our esteemed 
shareholders for their continued trust in KIB. I would 
also like to thank our Board of Directors, our Executive 
Management and each and every  employee, as their 
collaborative efforts have been the crucial factor 
driving our success. The guidance from the Central 
Bank of Kuwait was also a significant contributing 
factor to our success. Finally, I would like to extend 
our deepest appreciation and thanks to our valued 
customers for placing their trust in KIB and to the 
Kuwaiti community as a whole for continuing to 
support our efforts. 

Our journey continues  and we thank you all for 
joining us on our quest to make a positive  impact on 
our country’s present and its glorious future.  

Mohammed Jarrah Al-Sabah
Chairman 

Hosting the blood bank’s mobile units,  
and KIB staff donating blood

Nationalization Award
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Promoting Spirituality 
in Everyday Life

Throughout the year, the Bank 
organizes a number of Quran recitation 
competitions for students and  children 
of its  employees. Within this context, 
KIB’s diverse Ramadan Program was  
honored by Al Manaber Al Quaraniya 
Society this year.

KIB has always been a firm believer in the importance of teaching and 
learning the Quran, as well as inspiring the country’s younger generations 
to uphold the traditions of proper Quran recitation. 

As an Islamic financial institution, KIB devotes 
special attention to the area of religious 
education. The Bank is committed to organizing 
and supporting numerous religious programs 
and humanitarian initiatives targeting the many 
different segments of the community in Kuwait. 
Through these programs, KIB seeks to strengthen 
Islamic values, morals and principles across 
society, encouraging these values to achieve 
greater spirituality in everyday life. 

Naturally, the Holy Month of Ramadan continues 
to occupy a large space in KIB’s program of 
religious initiatives. The Bank launched its “Al-
Dawli Weyak” Ramadan campaign in 2016, which 
seeks to strengthen the bonds of love and sharing  
within the community, targeting  customers and  
employees with various  social, religious and 
sports initiatives. KIB  utilized its annual Ramadan 
corporate TV commercial to spread a valuable 
social message, highlighting the importance of 
strong cultural values and family ties during the 
Holy Month – something KIB believes to be an 
essential part of Kuwaiti society. The Bank also 
worked to promote a culture of generosity and 
giving during Ramadan, through a series of 
charitable initiatives which include organizing 
daily iftar meals and distributing food packages 
to families in need. 
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We publish a Hajj and Umra Guide  every year, which includes all the 
fundamental information about the rights and rules of Hajj, key duaas 
that pilgrims need to know, as well as important healthcare advice and 
various other tips to guide them throughout their journey.

Additionally, KIB  
is committed to  
offering its support  
to those making  
the holy pilgrimage 
to Mecca.

“Hajj and Umra” Guide 

Indonesian delegation visit
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KIB takes part in the Flare Fitness event  
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KIB is dedicated to supporting and nurturing the  Kuwaiti 
youth, stemming from its belief that they are the true 
architects of the country’s bigger and brighter future. 
Throughout the year, KIB participates in and sponsors 
countless youth-focused events and initiatives, lending both 
financial and moral support. The Bank also works to actively 
encourage young aspiring professionals to pursue careers 
in the banking sector to drive innovation and development 
within this industry. In line with its efforts to support 
youth and students specifically, KIB  invests significantly in 
supporting the educational sector and sponsoring student 
programs and initiatives. Some of KIB’s most prominent 
efforts in this area include the strategic sponsorship of 
the Public Relations Club at Gulf University of Science and 
Technology (GUST), as well as its sponsorship of a numerous 
of graduation projects developed by students from the 
College of Engineering and Petroleum, and its sponsorship 
of the graduation ceremony at Kuwait University’s College 
of Pharmacy.

Recently, KIB was honored for its excellence in labor 
nationalization, as it successfully achieved one of the 
highest rates for nationalization of labor across the 
GCC over the past few years. Within this context, KIB is 
committed to supporting young national talents, especially 

Students and Youth… 
The Architects of our Future

recent graduates, providing them with promising career 
opportunities that meet their personal and professional 
aspirations. Accordingly, the Bank frequently participates in 
job and student fairs, as well as other youth-focused events 
throughout the year.

Under the umbrella of its social responsibility program, KIB 
also supports “My Business”, the entrepreneurship program 
targeting school and university students. In an effort 
to hone their professional skills and provide them with 
practical real-world experiences, KIB hosts participants 
of the program and offers them numerous internship and 
training opportunities. The Bank also maintains an annual 
summer internship program for students. Additionally, KIB 
organizes an ongoing series of school visits which focus 
on spreading financial literacy and economic awareness 
amongst Kuwait’s youngest students.

Sponsoring College of Engineering and  

Petroleum graduate students

Sponsoring the graduation ceremony at 

Kuwait University - College of Pharmacy
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Towards a Healthier Future

As part of its efforts to promote health and well-being across all segments of the community, KIB announced its strategic 
sponsorship of “Al-Sidra Association for the Psychological Care of Cancer Patients”; which aims to provide integrated 
treatment services to patients and their families. Additionally, the Bank offered its silver sponsorship to the “Diabetes 
Challenge Trip” which was organized by the Blue Circle volunteer group, as well as its support of the Ahmadi School 
Program for Oral Health, an educational program organized by the dental unit at the School Health Department at the 
Ministry of Education.

KIB regularly hosts the Blood Bank’s mobile unit at its head office, and seeks to encourage its staff to regularly donate 
blood, in an effort to help fill any gaps in the national blood supply and save lives. 

KIB believes that the development and progress of modern societies is 
closely connected to the health and well-being of its people. Therefore, 
the Bank is keen on promoting a greater sense of health consciousness 
across the community in Kuwait.

Gulf Dental Health Week

Students participate in the Oral Health Gulf Week  
celebration held under KIB’s sponsorship 

KIB’s female employees 
participate in CAN Walkathon
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CAN Walkathon

Al-Sidra Cancer Association Sponsorship
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In 2016, the Bank focused on supporting and 
sponsoring a number of Kuwaiti  athletes  
and sporting talents.
KIB also supported various  sports competitions, 
tournaments and championships including sponsoring 
the late Abdullah Mishari Al-Roudan’s indoor football 
tournament during Ramadan for the fifth consecutive year, 
sponsoring both the late Jassim Al-Sharhan Ramadan 
football tournament and the Flair Fitness Competition 
at GUST. The Bank also sponsored the Pink Steps Ladies 
Walkathon, organized by the national cancer awareness 

campaign (Cancer Aware Nation – CAN) to promote 
awareness of breast cancer. Additionally, the Bank has also 
provided exclusive sponsorship to the Kuwait National 
Cycling Team to participate in the Tour Gulf 9 Cycling 
Championship, which was held recently in Bahrain and 
Saudi Arabia. 

KIB also believes in promoting a culture of sports 
internally amongst its staff, in order to enhance their 
health, improve their morale and drive their productivity. 
The Bank’s football team features  a number of talented 
athletes who have continued to achieve many victories 
over the past few years - most notably, their impressive 
performance  in Kuwait Banking Association’s football 
tournament held in 2016.

Kuwait National Cycling Team

Promoting a Culture of Sports

The Bank has always paid special attention to promoting 
a culture of sports across Kuwait, actively encouraging 
people across the community to adopt a healthier 
and more active lifestyle. The Bank firmly believes that 
regular exercise is an integral part of a modern, healthy, 
balanced lifestyle, enhancing both physical and mental 
well-being.

KIB believes that a healthy body is just as important as a healthy mind.
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Al-Roudan Football Tournament

KIB’s Internal Football Competition 

Sponsoring international Kuwaiti champion Abdullah Al-Fadel who took 
part in the King’s Cup World Jet Ski Championship in Thailand
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American University of Middle East Fair

Sponsoring the Kuwaiti showjumping team which features jockeys Ghazi Al-Juraei, Ahmad Al-Mudaheka, Abdullah 
Hamadah and Ahmad Al-Ansari, who compete internationally under the banner of KIB’s name.
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Supporting Kuwait’s  
Champions

Within this context, KIB 
believes that there is a 
large segment of citizens 
with exceptional creative 
potential. Accordingly, the 
Bank continuously seeks  
to support local talents  
and national champions 
across all fields.

KIB believes that there is a wealth of talent and 
creativity in Kuwait, which will prosper, provided  
the appropriate support and proper investment 
is offered. The Bank’s goal has always been to 
do everything possible to help young talents in 
Kuwait realize their dreams, enabling them to play 
a positive role in building their country’s future. 
The Bank is therefore committed to investing 
in these talented professionals, gifted athletes 
and creative individuals; patronizing them  and 
offering them full support while taking  part 
in various local and international events. 

As part of its efforts to support local innovators, KIB sought to honor inventor Engineer Mubarak Taher, who received an 
international patent for his system “The Dynamic Network for Oil & Gas Production”. The Bank has also provided strategic 
support to many Kuwaiti sporting stars, including motorcycle champion, Nasser Al-Khadra, and Jet Ski champion, Abdullah 
Al Fadel, who took part in the King’s Cup World Jet Ski Championship in Thailand. Additionally, KIB provides support and 
sponsorship to the Kuwaiti showjumping team which features jockeys Ghazi Al Juraei, Ahmad Al-Mudaheka, Abdullah 
Hamadah and Ahmad Al-Ansari, who compete internationally under KIB’s  banner. 

Chairman of KIB, Sheikh Mohammed Jarrah Al-Sabah, 
awards inventor Eng. Mubarak Taher, who received an 
international patent for his system “The Dynamic Network 
for Oil & Gas Production”

KIB Honored by Arab and Kuwait 
Tennis Federations

Annual Firefighters Conference & 

Exhibition
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Celebrating National Day with Children of Kuwait
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KIB has always maintained an all-inclusive approach when it 
comes to social responsibility, and the Bank aims to engage 
with all the different segments of the local community. That 
being said, KIB devotes special attention to connecting with 
the two bracket segments of the population: children and 
the elderly. Representing both our heritage and our future, 
KIB truly believes these two groups are the main pillars of 
society.

The Bank’s social responsibility program features a 
multitude of community initiatives and activities targeting 
children and the elderly. For example, during the Holy 
Month of Ramadan, KIB shares in Gargeean festivities 
with many different groups, including children with special 
needs, seniors, patients at hospitals, the Bank’s children 
account customers, children at the Kuwait Orphanage, 
and residents of the Elderly Care Center. Through these 
activities,  KIB also frequently organizes field visits to 
children at hospitals and other social care centers, featuring 
its beloved children’s account mascot, Haboub. During 
these visits, KIB employees aim to spread joy and happiness 
amongst children by distributing gifts and actively working 
to draw smiles on their young faces.

Honoring Our Heritage and  
Investing in Our Future

KIB endeavors to uphold the long-standing traditions and social values of 
Kuwait’s rich culture and heritage which have always extolled the role of 
children and the elderly in society.

Visiting Ajial School

Elderly Visit
Visiting Diwaniyas during the 

Holy Month of Ramadan
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The Bank has also been  
keen on promoting female 
empowerment, sponsoring  
Safira CSR Company’s 
Conference entitled “Expand  
Your Successes: Common  
Factors of Successful Women”.
Symposium, reaffirming yet again its belief that the youth are 
the key agents driving national development. Additionally, 
KIB sponsored Training Gate International’s special event 
commemorating the International Day of Persons with 
Disabilities, in an effort to showcase the capabilities, 
ambitions and achievements of people with special needs. 
Amongst its many efforts to sponsor some of the leading 

social events and activities taking place in Kuwait, KIB 
provided Gold Sponsorship for both the Kuwait Corporate 
Social Responsibility Conference and Exhibition and the 
Fifth Arabian Social Media Exhibition. Additionally, the 
Bank sponsored The Fireman’s Day Carnival, and the 
Ideal Mother Award for mothers with disabled children, 
which was organized by Al-Kharafi Activity Kids Center. 
It also supported the Juvenile Welfare Department at 
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor, the Kuwait Info 
Security Exhibition, and sponsored the United Gulf Traffic 
Week which took place under the title “Your Decision 
Determines Your Destiny”.

KIB has always been proud of its national identity and 
strong Kuwaiti heritage, and is therefore heavily focused 
on supporting and sponsoring national events. The Bank 
takes a very active part in the National Day celebrations 
throughout the month of February. In an effort to highlight 
the importance of February 25th and 26th for Kuwait and 
its people, KIB distributes special gifts to people born 
on those two days. KIB also launched an educational 
awareness campaign across social media channels in 
order to showcase Kuwait’s vibrant culture and rich 
heritage. 

Furthermore, the Bank signed an agreement with the 
National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters in conjunction 
with Kuwait being named the Capital of Islamic Culture for 
the year 2016.

Supporting National Events 

In 2016, KIB sponsored the “Hala Ramadan” Exhibition, 
which aimed to support successful local youth initiatives. 
The Bank also offered its support to Light Expo, an event 
which featured the participation of leading business 
women and young female entrepreneurs, and focused on 
encouraging innovative small projects in Kuwait. KIB was 
also a Gold Sponsor of the 5th Tmkeen Youth Empowerment 

As a leading financial institution, KIB has always been particularly focused 
on participating in events and activities that seek to stimulate sustainable 
national and social development.

Tmkeen Youth Empowerment Conference Symposium
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Gulf Traffic Week 

control center

KIB distributes water and refreshments to laborers across Kuwait

KIB participates in sponsoring Fireman’s Day Carnival
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Our Employees…  
Our Partners in Success
KIB maintains an ongoing program of initiatives targeting its own employees and their families, which features a number of 
social events and recreational activities throughout the year. Through these different activities, KIB aims to foster a strong 
internal culture, promote a spirit of teamwork and collaboration, and maintain an open and friendly environment. One 
of the key components of this program is KIB’s annual Ghabqa during the month of Ramadan, which in 2016  honored 
employees across a number of areas including long-serving employees who have been with the Bank for over 20 years, 

the Team Award for the best teams in various  departments 
and the Ambassador Awards for employees for excellent 
representation of KIB and its core values. 

The Bank also devotes special attention to promoting the 
health and wellness of its employees, organizing numerous 
workshops and lectures to enhance awareness of key 
health issues. This included a lecture on skin cancer held in 
partnership with the national cancer awareness campaign 

(Cancer Aware Nation – CAN), as well as a workshop on 
breast cancer held in cooperation with Al-Sidra Association 
for the Psychological Care of Cancer Patients.

Additionally, in an effort to encourage healthy competition 
amongst its staff and promote a healthier and more active 
lifestyle, KIB organized its sixth annual football competition 
during the Holy month of Ramadan.  

 KIB staff members distribute Ramadan care packages
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KIB’s Annual Ghabqa

KIB organizes numerous extensive training programs for its staff
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Our Awards… A Testament  
to Our Success 
In recognition of KIB’s relentless efforts to effect real positive 
change in Kuwait’s society, its diverse social responsibility 
program has garnered widespread local and international 
acclaim. The Bank has received a number of prestigious 
regional and international awards, serving to motivate KIB 
to push itself further and continuously develop and expand 
its social responsibility platforms.  

The “Best Banking Vision” Award from CPI Financial in the 
Islamic Business & Finance Awards category was one of 
KIB’s biggest achievements in 2016 and served to reaffirm 
KIB’s leading position within the Islamic banking sector. 
KIB was also honored at the 15th ceremony recognizing 
excellence in labor nationalization policies in the private 
sector across the GCC achieving one of the highest rates for 
nationalization of labor in Kuwait. 

In recognition of its commitment to its corporate citizenship, 
KIB received the Corporate Social Responsibility Excellence 
Award from the Arab Organization for Corporate Social 
Responsibility in 2015 and 2016. Further reaffirming its 
market-leading CSR program, KIB was also bestowed with 
the Corporate Social Responsibility Award from Banker 
Middle East in those same years. Additionally, the Bank 
was honored with the “My Ambition Social Responsibility 
Award” at the “My Ambition Defeats My Disability” 
Conference, in acknowledgement of its efforts to support 
the special needs community in Kuwait. 

CFI Awards, Fastest Growing Islamic Bank

CFI Awards, Best Sharia Compliant Bank

CPI Awards, Best Banking Vision CPI Awards, Best CSR
World Finance Awards, Best 

Islamic Bank - GCC

The “Best Banking Vision” Award from CPI 
Financial in the Islamic Business & Finance 
Awards category was one of KIB’s biggest 
achievements in 2016
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